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Abstract
Extracting knowledge from user-generated content (UGC) in social media
platforms is a very hot research topic in the area of machine learning, nonetheless,
the main challenge resides in the fact that UGC carries inference, abstraction and
subjectivity alongside objectivity. With the aim of recognising the importance of
subjectivity as an influential aspect for providing humanoid results from a machine
learning algorithm, this study proposes a novel approach to improve Instagram
hashtag recommendation by considering sentiment that can be expressed for images.
Two main points are studied in this thesis; evaluating the relativity of Instagram image
to hashtag for both objective and subjective features of an image and the effect of
sentiment on said relativity. This work examines three machine learning methods for
hashtag recommendation: AWS service, developed algorithms with and without
sentiment considerations. The models are tested on a collected dataset of deidentified Instagram posts in location London gathered from public profiles. The results
show that considering sentiment significantly improves Instagram hashtag
recommendation.

Keywords: Machine learning, social media, Instagram, hashtag, prediction,
sentiment, relativity, feature extraction, image processing, recommendation system.
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Abbreviations
URL = Uniform Resource Locator
JSON = JavaScript Object Notation
CSV = Comma-Separated Values
LCS = Least Common Subsumer
NLP = Natural Language Processing
CNN = Convolutional Neural Network
UGC = User-Generated Content
ZSL = Zero-Shot Learning
API = Application Programming Interface
SVM = Support Vector Machine
RDBMS = Relation Database Management System
SQL = Structured Query Language
RDS = Relation Database Service

Glossary
Amazon Rekognition makes it easy to add image and video analysis to your
applications. You just provide an image or video to the Rekognition API, and the
service can identify the objects, people, text, scenes, and activities, as well as detect
any inappropriate content.
Elastic IP address is a static IPv4 address designed for dynamic cloud computing. It
is associated with an AWS account.
SQL is a domain-specific language used in programming and designed for managing
data held in a relational database management system.
MySQL is an open source relational database management system.
RDBMS is a database management system based on the relational model of data.
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1. Introduction
Instagram is one of the hottest present-day social media platforms and is also
a great marketing tool. Instagram was launched in 2010 by its co-founders Kevin
Systrom and Mike Krieger. It acquired 1 million users only 2 months after its launch
(Dogtiev, 2018) and its number of users kept growing ever since. On Instagram, users
post pictures and videos of their daily lives with captions in the form of hashtags. It is
an image-based equivalent to the more text-based social media platforms such as
Facebook and Twitter. In addition to having social benefits, Instagram has also proven
useful on the business side. It allows businesses to draw in its current customers and
attract new ones. It is a means to identify potential users and target market and
channel marketing efforts at them. Through Instagram, businesses can reach
customers very quickly, perform market research, easily find the younger
demographics, utilize sponsored posts, solicit user generated content, experience
growth potential and increase revenue. Moreover, businesses can use hashtags to
make themselves more visible and increase their reach amongst influencers.
An Instagram hashtag is nothing but a singular word marked with a hash symbol
(#) used in a post’s title or comments. Using the hashtag aids Instagram in organizing
and categorizing its content facilitating the presentation of the right content to the right
user within the platform. Some of the reasons for using hashtags are to get more likes,
to get more followers and to make more sales. Hashtags are a way to make sure you
appear in the top results in search queries in the platform, hence resulting in higher
popularity. For business’ gain, not only can hashtags promote business but also make
it easier for customers and other businesses to find them.
While there are many websites that present the most popular and trendy
hashtags, Instagram does not have a built-in hashtag recommendation system to
quickly and easily guide users in choosing the most suitable hashtags for their
uploaded image(s). There has been some research done for this purpose.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, none of which have considered sentiment
in the hashtag prediction model. Thus, this research focuses on improving hashtag
recommendation for Instagram images by considering sentiment. Image recognition
in machine learning is an ever-growing research area and high accuracy has been
achieved, nonetheless, most of its accuracy is in the recognition of objective images.
How accurate is machine learning in extracting subjective features from an image?
This brings us to the two research questions we aim to answer in this study;
how good are computers at identifying sentiment in images? How to improve hashtag
recommendation for a given image?
Data was collected from Instagram with a focus on posts with location London
to get a large amount of posts with English hashtags. Since the data to be used is all
user-generated with no third-party data included in the models, first the relativity of
image to hashtag will be calculated to assure only the highest related hashtags will be
used for the prediction model. Then prediction methods will be developed. The first
method, Amazon Rekognition is an existing approach and the results of which will be
used in the development of the other two prediction methods. The second prediction
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method will be developed as a machine learning algorithm that will be trained to learn
to predict hashtags for a given image. The performance of this method will be tested
on ability to recommend hashtags for both subjective and objective features of images.
Finally, the third method will be introduced. This method appends association rules to
the second method of prediction to provide a means of recommending hashtags that
hold sentiment.
The contribution is: (1) enhancing machine learning performance in identifying
sentiment (2) providing a new method for hashtag recommendation in Instagram,
based on Instagram user input (3) providing an extensive open source dataset of
Instagram data for all locations in the United Kingdom to be used for many other
Instagram related researches and (4) developing a software for image hashtag
recommendation.

2. Literature Review
Rich work has been carried out on tag prediction for many social media
platforms that use hashtags like Twitter and Facebook. Those studies, however, focus
on prediction for text-based platforms. The studies that are most relevant to this one,
focus on modelling hashtag recommendation systems for image-based platforms (i.e.
recommending hashtags from the visual content of an image). Very little work was
found in this area. Although the use of hashtags has become trendy in quite a few
social media platforms, none of them caught on as much as in Instagram. Looking into
Instagram hashtags is a new area and is currently a very hot research topic.
Only few closely relevant research papers were found, and it was interesting to
notice that all of which revolved around one model: Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN). Each paper addressed and posed weight on a specific point, but all of which
came to nearly the same conclusions; that the models showed accuracy in predicting
hashtags from the visual content of an image (i.e. objects and scenes), yet
performance lacked in predicting context-based hashtags (i.e. inferential words). To
further explain this, Instagram hashtags include inferential words (sentiment,
subjectivity and abstraction) alongside surface information such as objects in an
image. The following are a list of the relevant papers and a discussion of the
procedures and methods followed, along with their findings.
To begin with, (Park, Li, & Kim, 2016), introduce the HARRISON dataset which
is composed of 57,383 photos from Instagram and an average of 4.5 associated
hashtags for each post. The Instagram posts collected were based on the most
popular hashtags where they consulted a hashtag ranking website and manually
selected 50 hashtags out of the top 100 hashtags in the website based on the meaning
of the hashtags. They then proceed by collecting Instagram posts for each of the
selected hashtags by means of the platform’s Application Program Interfaces (API) in
a social network analysis website and then perform some post-processing on the
hashtags to result in a high-quality dataset. Moreover, they evaluate this dataset by
designing a baseline framework that consists of a visual feature extractor based on a
convolutional neural network and a multi-label classifier based on a neural network.
Based on this framework, two single feature-based models (object-based and scene2

based) and an integrated model of them are evaluated on the HARRISON dataset.
They evaluate the performance of their baseline models using three evaluation
measures; precision, accuracy and recall. The results showed high accuracy for
simple, non-inferential labels but performance lacks where contextual understanding
is required. The following challenging issues of hashtag recommendation systems, in
association with the HARRISON dataset, were identified: understanding wide range
of visual information, using dependencies between hashtag classes, and
understanding contextual information. In regard to our study, the HARRISON dataset
was not chosen as the data source since only user-inputted hashtags, with no thirdparty interference, were to be used in the hashtag recommendation system. Location
clustered, user-generated hashtags were collected instead, as opposed to filtered high
popularity hashtags that disregard location.
In another more recent study, (Glad-Ørbak, 2018), uses two models for the
prediction of hashtags from the visual contents of images; deep CNNs and word
embedding models. This study focuses on tag prediction for Flickr images, which are
similar to Instagram hashtags. The system was evaluated on a research dataset
consisting of 25000 images gathered from Flickrs public API called the
MIRFLICKR25000 dataset. The author highlights two tag prediction challenges shown
from previous works; tag noise and the semantic gap between objective and
subjective. The author attempts to bridge the conceptual gap between objective and
subjective in the predictions by utilizing three word embedding models; GoogleNewsSLIM, Flickr25K and Flickr368K. Quantitative evaluation is performed; precision,
recall, F-measure, and accuracy is computed for the whole evaluation subset. The
results of this study showed that the proposed system (CNN image classification and
word embedding models) provide predictions with comparable accuracy to state-ofthe-art. Also, that adding word embedding models can help bridge the conceptual gap
between objective and subjective features, especially when trained on domain-specific
data. Many suggestions were provided in the paper for future improvement of the
model, but only the most relevant of which are discussed next. One of the suggested
improvements that could be applied on the existing model, is to train the image
classifier on user-generated tags. Thus, facilitating the image classification predictions
to provide better input for retrieving relevant nearest words from the word embedding
model. In addition to, making use of user metadata such as gender, age, and friend
relationships could be utilized to help select the proper tags. Another possible
improvement mentioned in the paper is to exploit the WordNet hierarchy to extract
parent words of the predictions to generate more candidate predictions. Also, testing
with more data or different sources of text for training the word embedding space,
could be done to achieve better predictions. While this paper is not directly related to
Instagram hashtag prediction, it is still very closely related to the tasks and issues
involved with a hashtag recommendation system for social media.
In another research paper, (Pandey & Phatak, Predicting Instagram tags with
and without data, 2017) perform Instagram hashtag recommendation. Although this
paper’s main focus is analysing two Zero-Shot Learning techniques (ZSL) and not
primarily studying Instagram hashtag analysis, the authors do perform Instagram
hashtag prediction for the purpose of comparing the ZSL techniques with fully
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supervised image classification once again using CNNs. The results of the supervised
and unsupervised methods are very interesting, as this is, to the best of our knowledge
the only study that performs this prediction using an unsupervised method. One of the
challenges pointed out in this study was that there is no publicly available dataset that
has images and hashtag labels. They mentioned ruling out the idea of collecting data
directly for hashtags because word vectors would not be available for semantically
non-sensical hashtags that are prevalent in social media. Their alternative was to
collect data for common English words that map to popular Instagram hashtags, where
they used an API, which maps English words to Instagram hashtags, and collected 76
labels that were mapped to popular hashtags. They then proceeded to use
DuckDuckGo image search engine to download 200 images for each label. Two
supervised learning methods were used for the hashtag prediction task; Bag of Visual
Words SVM and ResNet-18 CNN architecture. Results for both the supervised and
unsupervised methods are discussed by comparing objective accuracies as numbers
and subjective results as the quality of hashtags obtained. ZSL classifiers, without any
data, produce impressive subjective results. Deep learning outshines the more
traditional methods like SVM, nevertheless requires large amounts of data to perform
accurately. This study was very interesting as it introduced a comparison of methods
that differ from the rest of the research papers found for this subject area and produced
promising results.
In the fourth and final paper concerning hashtag prediction by (Denton, Weston,
Paluri, Bourdev, & Fergus, 2015), the authors outline the effect of leveraging user
information (age and gender) available in Facebook, combined with image features
extracted by means of a CNN to perform hashtag prediction. The aim of the paper is
to show how modelling the user can improve hashtag prediction quality to a great
extent over current state-of-the-art methods. The user metadata and image features
are combined into a learning framework in two ways; by simple concatenation and by
a 3-way multiplicative gating, where the image model is condition on the user
metadata. The embedding models were evaluated on a large Facebook dataset
consisting of 20 million public images uploaded by 10.4 million de-identified users and
4.6 million unique hashtags. Three different evaluation metrics were used; precision,
recall and accuracy. The results showed that the addition of user information
significantly boosted performance. The models predict hashtags that capture many
subtle social and sentiment of the images and provide richer results than the precise
semantic descriptions produced by many current recognition models. This paper
provided a solution for enhancing hashtag recommendation by considering user
information in the models to get more user-biased and accurate results.
As mentioned above, all the research that has been performed in this area is
based on the usage of a CNN model for visual feature extraction and some form of
label classification. It is important to shed light on the fact that CNNs function as a
black-box, hence, not making it possible to fully understand what is happening behind
the scenes and how the specific results of each model are reached. For example, how
the sentiment hashtags are predicted. Thus, in this thesis we attempt to implement a
custom-made white-box model following a different approach and try to produce
hashtag predictions of at least similar accuracy to that of state-of-the-art methods, if
4

not higher. This approach is followed in order to gain better understanding of the
functionality and behaviour of a hashtag recommendation model while highlighting and
addressing important aspects that have been discussed in the previous works. In the
white-box model, two main challenges will be addressed, in which relativity of image
to hashtag and sentiment analysis will be studied to acquire more knowledgeable
insights of inferential information and context. The developed model will consider
sentiment in the recommendation of hashtags in an attempt to improve the results of
state-of-the-art methods.
In a paper by (Giannoulakis & Tsapatsoulis, 2016) the descriptive power of
Instagram hashtags is evaluated in an attempt to discover if Instagram hashtags can
be considered a source of training data for an Automatic Image Annotation system. In
the study they identify that only the hashtags that represent visual features of an image
are useful for their purpose, yet hashtags contain inferential information too. Thus,
justifying the need to discover a framework that can identify and cluster the separate
kinds of hashtags. To the best of our knowledge, no such automated framework has
yet been developed and no such research concerning an Instagram recommendation
system that relies solely on user-generated content and considers sentiment has been
studied.

3. Data
Instagram posts can be filtered by location. The hierarchy is as follows: every
country has cities and every city has locations. This study focuses on United Kingdom
posts in Instagram. The cities in UK were identified and London was selected for the
richness of its posts due to higher tourism in the capital. The reason for choosing UK
was the fact that the sentiment analysis is based on English words, hence choosing
UK to maintain the highest number of posts with English hashtags.

3.1 Data Collection

Figure 1. High-level diagram of middleware components. (See Appendix A)

For the data collection process, a Selenium automation script was created to
perform the web-scraping. Simply put, Selenium is a framework that automates web
browsers. The script navigates to location London in Instagram, then iterates through
posts of the selected location and grabs: image URL, location name within London,
5

date of upload, comments (including hashtags) and number of likes and stores the
data in an RDBMS. This Selenium automation script was run continuously for a period
of approximately three weeks until the data collection was completed.

3.2 Data Description
About 1000 locations in London were identified and posts from these locations
were gathered for the analysis. Instagram posts constitute of image(s) and or videos.
For this research we chose only the posts with images. These images come with titles
(captions) and comments. Captions may come in the form of hashtags. Hashtags are
used in a few other social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter,
nonetheless, they only really caught on in Instagram, making hashtags a popular icon
of Instagram. Hashtags may portray objectivity in the image such as, bridge or field,
yet they may also describe subjectivity, such as love, beauty or art, which is only
loosely related to the contents of an image. These subjective captions include
expressions of a person’s sentiment.
The data that is required for this analysis is Instagram image URL along with the
location and hashtags. Yet a richer dataset was collected for future use. This complete
dataset is composed of: location, date of upload, date of acquisition, image URL,
comments and likes.
The Instagram posts collected belong to the period between September 2012 and
September 2018. 95269 image URLs were acquired and 68637 posts with hashtags
were gathered all belonging to the 966 locations identified in London. It is important to
note that the data was collected only from public profiles and no personal user
information was logged. All the user information in the dataset was de-identified.

3.3 Data Processing
As mentioned in the data description section, a larger dataset than needed was
collected, therefore, a subset of this larger dataset was created to be used in this study.
The top ten locations in London were first filtered out. It is common to come across
posts with no hashtags, thus those were dropped resulting in only posts with hashtags.
It is important to note that no additional hashtags were added to this dataset, all the
hashtags available are purely user-generated. 200 posts from each of the ten locations
we randomly selected and the images associated with these posts were downloaded.
Since AWS Cloud Solution was utilized, we select its very own Amazon Rekognition
(object and scene detection) for the final step which is to run these images in Amazon
Rekognition service to perform the feature extraction. This service produces image
meta as its output along with the confidence level of this feature extraction for each
metatag. Only meta with 65% or higher confidence were selected. All this data is saved
in a Comma-separated Values (CSV) file under the following column names: image id
(ex. 923.jpg), meta (ex. clothing, dress), hashtag (ex. #londonfashionweek, #happy, #artwork) and
location (ex. Bermondsey).
User-generated content has no limitations, thus the content (i.e. hashtags),
requires special attention; filtering and cleaning. Single hashtags that were composed
of 20 words were dropped. Also, very short hashtags (i.e. less than two characters)
were disregarded. Some hashtags were nonsensical abbreviations of a string of words
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that NLP libraries would not be able to understand. These were replaced with the
unabbreviated version of these words.
This data makes up the root dataset used in our analysis (root dataset). For each
part of the analysis a new dataset is formed from the previous one and used in the
next step. The first dataset (dataset I) is the results of the initial relativity analysis,
(dataset II) holds the final relativity scores of image to hashtag, (dataset III) is the result
of the sentiment analysis and finally (dataset IV) is the dataset used to generate
association rules. More details about each dataset will be covered later.

4. Methods
In this chapter the analysis methods and algorithms are discussed. Three
methods for hashtag recommendation are identified. They are developed per the
following steps: AWS machine learning service for image recognition, which is an
existing approach, then our custom-made machine learning algorithm, finally the
complete machine learning algorithm that considers sentiment in the prediction of
hashtags for a given image.

4.1 Relativity Measurement
The data used is purely user-generated with no third-party data appended.
Therefore, calculation of the relativity of image to hashtag is a crucial step in assuring
that only the most relevant and semantically correct hashtags are used for the
prediction model. The relativity is calculated between meta output by Amazon
Rekognition and the respective hashtags for that image. Wu & Palmer algorithm was
implemented to calculate this relativity. Wu & Palmer is an algorithm dedicated to
calculating word similarity. The algorithm calculates the relativity by considering the
depths of the two sysnsets in the WordNet taxonomies, along with the depth of the
Least Common Subsumer (LCS) (Gole, 2015). WordNet is a lexical database for the
English language. It groups English words into sets of synonyms, these synonyms are
called synsets. According to (Batet & Sánchez , 2015) LCS is the most specific
common ancestor of two concepts found in a given ontology. Semantically, it
represents the commonality of the pair of concepts. The relativity is calculated
according to this formula:
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

2 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ(𝑙𝑐𝑠)
(𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ (𝑠1) + 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ(𝑠2))

Where s1 (i.e. meta) and s2 (i.e. hashtag) are the two concepts being compared, and
where the score is between 0 and 1, the score is 1 if the two input concepts are the
same.
The process was iterated over image meta against all instances of hashtags for
every image in the root dataset. This resulted in a separate score for every meta
against every hashtag for the given image. Usually hashtags don’t necessarily come
as a single word (i.e #london), they may also be in the form of a string of un-split words
(i.e #londonfashionweek). It was noticed from the relativity results that these multiword hashtags returned a score of zero. Therefore, we semantically split those
nonsensical hashtags into meaningful words, apply Wu & Palmer on this subset of that
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multi-word hashtag, take the highest of those scores, merge the words back into the
original form of the hashtag and append that score to the data set. The result of this
method is a dataset of five columns (dataset I): image id, metadata, hashtag, relativity
score of each meta to hashtag and image location.
One last step remains, that is to calculate the final relativity score of Instagram
image to hashtag. The following serves as an example of this calculation:

Relativity Summary
#lily

#red

#happy

meta: Flower

0.9

0.3

0

meta: Red

0.2

1

0

Highest value
of the column

0.9

1

0

Figure 2.Example of calculating final relativity score.

An average of the highest values of the columns are calculated as such:
(0.9+1+0)/3=0.63 hence, 63% relativity of image to hashtag.
The result of this method is a dataset of three columns (dataset II): image id, hashtags
(all hashtags for one image in row), final relativity score of image to hashtag

4.2 Sentiment Classification
In this method we attempt to distinguish the performance of relativity scoring in
objective versus subjective images. To identify the performance on subjective images
we first have to identify sentiment in the image hashtags. This is done by means of a
dictionary-based calculation (using RSentiment library) on dataset II that gets the
sentiment score of hashtags of an image, where the score is either neutral, very
positive or very negative. Again, the same multi-word hashtag splitting was performed
with the difference of extracting sentiment instead of getting relativity score. From this,
dataset III was formed and the relativity frequencies were tested in each cluster of
sentiment.
After extracting sentiment-carrying hashtags, a dataset of two columns was
formed (dataset IV) using the hashtags from the very positive and very negative
groups. The dataset has two columns: non-sentiment-carrying hashtags and
sentiment-carrying hashtags.

4.3 Hashtag Recommendation
The goal of this method is to produce the best hashtag recommendation for a
given image. Two main processes are carried out; machine learning prediction and
association rules.
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For the first process in the prediction, an image is uploaded to AWS Amazon
Rekognition service to get the new image’s metadata. Using Wu & Palmer algorithm,
the relativity of this new meta to the training data is found (i.e. new meta vs. hashtag
list for specified location from dataset I). The threshold for hashtag relativity is manually
specified to meet needs. All the predicted hashtags above the threshold are selected
as hashtag recommendations for that image. As for the second process, the
recommendation is improved by considering sentiment in the hashtag predictions. We
generate association rules using dataset IV. The LHS of the rules are the nonsentiment carrying hashtags and the RHS are the sentiment carrying hashtags. These
association rules are appended to the previous prediction where if one of the hashtags
in the LHS have been recommended then the associated RHS hashtags will be added
to that recommended list of hashtags.

5. Results
In this chapter, the results of the analysis are provided in a way that
corresponds to their methods respectively. Results of every individual step are
provided along with an analysis of those results.

5.1 Relativity Measurement Results
The goal in method-relativity was to calculate the final relativity score of image
to hashtag for each Instagram image. The first step was running Wu & Palmer
algorithm on root dataset this produced, as an output, a relativity score of every meta
to hashtag for every image. For clarification (see Appendix B) which shows the result
of applying the aforementioned on one of the images in root dataset.
Amazon Rekognition produced the following meta from image 903.jpg with
corresponding confidence levels. The confidence level shows how sure the feature
extraction model is about the identified meta. A confidence threshold of 65% is chosen.

AWS feature extraction (image meta)
"Lighting", "Confidence": 70%
"Clothing", "Confidence": 72%
"Dress", "Confidence": 72%
"Architecture", "Confidence": 82%
"Wood", "Confidence": 76%
Figure 3. Image 903.jpg from root dataset.

Wu & Palmer scores range from 0 to 1, where a zero score indicates that there
is no relativity whereas a score of 1 indicates a total match (i.e. 100% relativity).
Moreover, Wu & Palmer algorithm uses Hyper Trees which perform the search in a
depth first manner searching for the Least Common Subsumer. Thus, explaining the
9

occurrence of scores greater than one; when meta is being matched against hashtag,
if a match is not found, the search breaks and returns to a higher level than the initial
starting point.
We can identify from the results that where the hashtag is a multi-word hashtag,
the relativity scores of the multi-word hashtag #londonfashionweek against all meta is
zero. Also, that the relativity score where the hashtag conveys sentiment. Every
occurrence of the hashtag #happy resulted in a zero-relativity score against all the
meta.
The first issue was adjusted by first splitting the multi-word hashtags to get a final
relativity score, then the split words were re-appended and stored as dataset I along
with the score (Appendix C). The second issue, where sentiment-carrying hashtags
produce a score of zero relativity, is dealt with in the sentiment method part of the
analysis.
The goal of the relativity method is to get a final relativity score of image to hashtag
and this is calculated from dataset I as described in the relativity method section, thus
dataset II is generated. See (Appendix D) in which the final relativity scores correspond
to the attached images showing an example of how relative each image actually is to
its respective user-generated hashtags. It is important to point out that where there is
a large number of hashtags, bias may be identified in the final relativity score.

5.2 Sentiment Classification Results
The goal of method-sentiment was to distinguish the performance of the
relativity scoring in objective vs. subjective images. So, the goal was to find which
image hashtag lists contained sentiment. We identified three levels of sentiment in the
image’s hashtags; neutral, very positive and very negative, and stored this information
in dataset III, see Table.1

Table 1. ex. of dataset III with sentiment level.

Relativity
Score
1.12

Hashtag

Sentiment
Very
Positive

0.99

#showthemtheworld #familytravel #worldschool #roadschool
#itisalovelylife #travelingkids #kidstravel #homeschool #travelblogger
#familyvacation #worldschooling
#insta #love #minimo #like #cool #instamood #londontowerbridge #british
#instagram #workdayinlondon #britisch #minimal #minimalist
#landscapefotography #britannia #landscape
#sushisambalondon #londoncity

0.25

#twoworldwarsandoneworldcup #awkward

Very
Negative

0.56

Very
Positive
Neutral

To evaluate the performance of hashtag relativity scoring in objective versus
subjective images, the frequencies of each of the three sentiment levels are plotted
against the final relativity scores of images to hashtags (See Figure.4). These plots
show that a higher frequency of high relativity is available in the neutral sentiment
10

group where the highest relativity scores are between 0.7 and 0.9. Whereas the
highest very positive sentiment relativity scores are between 0.65 and 0.75 and the
highest very negative sentiment relativity scores are between 0.55 and 0.65. It was
expected that in the very positive and very negative sentiment groups (i.e. subjective
images) there would be lower relativity scores because, as shown in dataset I,
sentiment carrying hashtags produced zero relativity scores. Thus, the averaging
performed to get the final relativity score would decrease that score in the presence of
a zero score. Nevertheless, it is noticed that the neutral sentiment group has only
slightly higher relativity scores. There are two reasons for these unexpected results.
The first is due to some unexpected behaviour of the dictionary-based calculation
where some of the hashtags were identified out-of-context and misclassified them as
sentiment-carrying hashtags, thus assigning sentiment where it might not belong.
Whereas, the second is a result of the presence of many hashtags for the image. So,
where there is a long hashtag list for one image, the effect of the zero score for the
sentiment-carrying hashtag is reduced on averaging, thus producing a high final
relativity score even in the presence of sentiment.

Figure 4. Neutral, Very Positive and Very Negative sentiment frequency vs. Wu Palmer relativity score of image to hashtag.
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Once the sentiment-carrying hashtags were identified from each image hashtag
list, a fourth dataset was formed (dataset IV) from only the very positive and very
negative groups. See Table.2, where “LHS” column is the non-sentiment hashtags for
an image and “RHS” column is the sentiment-carrying hashtags.

Table 2. ex. of dataset IV.

LHS

RHS

riverthames battleship southbank queenswalk
travelblogger londongram
travelling photooftheday visiting instapassport tourism
instago londres instatravel tourist londra trip britishdays
mytravelgram thames igtravel architecture
abroad england britain igersuk mysummer fbf thames
belfast allshots travel
discover england barge explore city ship water boat hms
bridgecamera wander uk busy thames belfast river
window photography traffic
eventplanner igerslondon prosecco corporatevent
londonevents hendookent summerparty instaevents
instaplanner partyvenue xmasparty champagne igdaily
wedding canapes londonvenue igersevents kentevents
millersevents bubbles
kristhingomez sushisamba

exploremore passionpassport

sushisamba

brazlians sundaybrunch europetravel sushi

woowilburtakeslondon
woowilburtakestheworld woowilbur
woowilburcelebrates
woowilburcelebrates
foodporn itravelforfood sundaysbelike

Cocktails

birthday sky

instagood instatraveling traveling
travelingram holiday vacation fun
instagood happy beautifull bluesky
traveling
opportunity aboard

goodfood dinner birthdayparty

ilovemylife herontower

5.3 Hashtag Recommendation Results
This section provides the results from the prediction method. First, an
evaluation of the performance will be made by comparing the results from the
developed prediction model, for an image in the database, to the actual usergenerated hashtags for that image. This evaluation will be performed on both objective
and subjective images by selecting one image from the neutral sentiment group and
likewise one from the very positive sentiment group. Next, a new image will be
introduced to the prediction model and results will be visualized.
Regarding the inspection of the functionality of the recommendation system that
has been generated, a demo software was developed. (See Appendix E)
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5.3.1 Evaluation of Objective Image

Figure 5. Predicted hashtags vs. user-generated hashtags for image 80738.jpg

Hashtags

Relativity of image to hashtag
Sentiment

User-generated hashtags

Predicted hashtags

#londondiaries
#londontower
#thamesriver
#shotoniphone
#thames
#shard
#travelgram
0.77143 ≈ 77%

#toweroflondon
#travel
#towerbridge
#unitedkingdom
#visitlondon
#photo
#tower
0.94231 ≈ 94%

Neutral

Very Positive

This image is tested with location set to Tower of London at a threshold of 0.9
relativity and the number of selected hashtags to be displayed is 7. The above table
shows a comparison between the user-generated hashtags and our final model’s
hashtag predictions for the selected image. The prediction holds a noteworthy
increase in relativity of image to hashtag even with the addition of sentiment to the
final results, as the user-generated hashtags were neutral. The relativity of image to
user-generated hashtags was 77%, while the model’s predicted hashtags have 94%
relativity. While the predicted hashtags are not exactly the same as the user-generated
hashtags, they still convey similar meanings. These hashtags have the highest usage
frequency in location Tower of London.
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5.3.2 Evaluation of Subjective Image

Figure 6. Predicted hashtags vs. user-generated hashtags for image 35665.jpg

User-generated hashtags
Hashtags

Relativity of image to hashtag
Sentiment

#love
#tuesday
#londontimes
#thecity
#naval
#hmsbelfast
#towerbridge
#river
#potd
#scenic

Predicted hashtags
#towerbridge
#ship
#londonlife
#warship
#londonbridge
#travelpics
#photooftheday
#exploretheworld
#londonphoto
#picoftheday

0.53897 ≈ 54%

0.98091 ≈ 98%

Very Positive

Very Positive

This image is tested with location set to HMS Belfast at a threshold of 0.9
relativity and the number of selected hashtags to be displayed is 10. The above table
shows a comparison between the user-generated hashtags and our final model’s
hashtag predictions. Our model showed a significant increase of relativity of image to
hashtag in its predictions while maintaining the sentiment the user wished to convey.
The relativity of image to user-generated hashtags was 54%, while the model’s
predicted hashtags have 98% relativity. Some hashtags are a complete match, while
others bear similar semantic meaning. Also, popular hashtags for the specified
location were recommended. It can be concluded from this evaluation that subjectivity
was fairly portrayed.
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5.3.3 Validation of Hashtag Recommendation
A new image is uploaded to the developed demo software to test the hashtag
prediction model. Sushisamba is selected as location at a threshold of 1 and number
of tags 10. To visualize the complete analysis and functionality of the three methods,
see Figures.7&8 below.

Figure 7. Developed demo software part.1
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Figure 8. Developed demo software part.2

See (Appendix F) for detailed results for the uploaded image when tested on
the three methods. The final relativity score of image to hashtag is 0.97149 ≈ 97% and
the sentiment carried in this list of hashtags is very positive. The model predicted
hashtags relative to location, content and context quite accurately, while maintaining
a significantly high percentage of relativity of image to hashtag. In Figure.10, analytic
data is visualised where two plots are generated; one for popularity of predicted
hashtags in the specified location and the other is the trend of hashtag usage
throughout time (i.e. year, month or date). The trend plot is loaded by choosing a
specific hashtag from the final predicted hashtag list. Finally, performance measures
are calculated, where time consumption of each method is displayed. The most
computationally expensive method is the prediction results before appending
sentiment. The results are very promising, as the model is capable of identifying
surface information and predict inferential information for an image. The model
successfully diminished the bias created in the presence of sentiment, producing
hashtag recommendations that are highly relative to their images even in the presence
of sentiment-carrying hashtags.
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6. Conclusion
We have developed a model that improves the recommendation of Instagram
hashtags by considering sentiment. The prediction model is a white-box as opposed
to the hashtag prediction models in other studies which are mainly black-boxes. This
we believe provides more insight on how the prediction is being performed and more
manipulative power. In this study, two research questions were proposed: (1) how
good are computers at identifying sentiment in images and (2) how can hashtag
recommendation be improved for a given image.
The main challenge in Artificial Intelligence is to make computers as humanlike in performance and decision making as possible. As for the first question, it was
deduced that computers cannot fully distinguish sentiment from images. The initial
prediction algorithm performed well in identifying features in objective images,
nevertheless, when subjectivity was introduced, the computer was unable to grasp this
inferential information that humans so naturally express and identify. Thus, further
manipulation to the algorithm was required in order to obtain this more humanoid
performance. The optimization of the initial prediction algorithm by considering
sentiment brings us to the answer of the second research question. Machine learning
proved effective in recommending hashtags that carry sentiment, thus improving
overall hashtag recommendation for a given image. Once sentiment was introduced
to the model, machine learning made a good attempt at bridging the gap between
objective and subjective features, providing sentiment-carrying results. It is important
to note that although computers cannot identify and portray sentiment as accurately
as humans do, computers do excel when it comes to speed. Thus, minimal time
consumption versus accuracy is a topic of ongoing debate when it comes to the field
of Artificial Intelligence.
This work provides an open source solution for Instagram hashtag
recommendation that considers sentiment created by integrating machine learning,
data structure and a relational database management system. This study along with
the extensive dataset we provide is expected to serve as a basis for more research to
refine Instagram hashtag recommendation using this novel white-box model.

7. Discussion
7.1 Limitations
Several limitations were encountered along the course of this analysis. Some
of which were programmatically handled, others were existing function-based
limitations. These five limitations are discussed in detail below.
The first was that a lot of Instagram hashtags are in the form of a string of nonspaced words and these nonsensical multi-word hashtags could not be perceived by
the Wu & Palmer algorithm and resulted in a zero-relativity score as output. Therefore,
a manipulation of model was made, in order to provide the actual relativity score for
these multi-word hashtags. The second was due to the fact that final relativity score of
image to hashtag was calculated based on averaging of scores, thus, in the presence
of a long hashtag list for an image, the final relativity score was decreased due to this
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averaging, resulting in an inaccurate depiction of relativity of these hashtags to that
image. The third was that the effect that a zero-relativity score of a sentiment-carrying
hashtag has on the final relativity score of image to hashtag is diminished due to the
effect of averaging in the presence of lengthy hashtag lists for images. Hence, the
availability of this zero score, in this case, has minimum influence. The fourth was that
the dictionary-based calculation used to recognize sentiment within hashtags
produced some doubtful results. The library function implementation influenced outof-context classifications of sentiment. Finally, for a given image, too many hashtags
were recommended. This was dealt with by optimizing the prediction model in such a
way that: (1) the recommendations are filtered for a specified location and (2) it only
provides the highest-usage frequency hashtags as recommendations.

7.2 Implications
This study provides implications for both business’ and users’ social impacts.
On the one hand, companies can get insight of consumers’ mainstream interests,
target potential customers, and promote their marketing strategies based on predicted
hashtag of images. In addition, they could identify competitors or even people with
similar interests all from the similarity of image and hashtag usage amongst users and
also brands or products. On the other hand, our results can boost influential users’
popularity by recommending hot and trendy hashtags relating to their posted images.
Moreover, suitable sentiment-carrying hashtags can facilitate social cooperation by
helping users find intrinsically similar fellows with intimate interactions.

7.3 Future Work
Regarding future work, a few procedures could be refined in order to optimize
the model. First the results of different image feature extraction APIs could be
compared to AWS Amazon Rekognition used in this thesis to identify the best fit for
the purpose of this model, such as Google Cloud Vision, Microsoft Azure Computer
Vision and Clarifai. Also, in this thesis only object and scene-based APIs were used,
thus, broadening this feature extraction by using text, label and pattern recognition as
well would boost performance. Moreover, the hashtag database could be expanded
to cover multiple languages and not just English hashtags. One other enhancement
would be to categorize the hashtags in the hashtag database to optimize speed and
precision. Also, the sentiment identification model could be refined by make use of a
hybrid of multiple sentiment analysis libraries. Emoji and comments could also be
considered in the sentiment analysis to support the sentiment clustering and to get a
better idea of the magnitude of effect that the sentiment has on the relativity of the
image. Based on the findings in (Denton, Weston, Paluri, Bourdev, & Fergus, 2015),
user profile analysis and metadata could boost the performance of hashtag
recommendation. Thus, analysing user behaviour and incorporating those results in
the model would return more accurate recommendations for a specific user. In
addition, including user metadata (i.e. age and gender) in the prediction models would
serve as a refinement of the predictions, returning more user specific hashtag
recommendations. Considering age-group usage could be one improvement resulting
from the addition of user metadata in the models. Seasonality was lightly considered
in this thesis, but filtering by season the same way this model filters by location would
significantly boost accuracy by adding a time dimension to the location dimension
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specified in the model. Finally, as hashtags comprise of both surface information (i.e.
features that can be visualised in an image) and inferential information such as
sentiment and abstract information, abstraction could be studied in the same way
sentiment is studied in this thesis.
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Appendix
Appendix A
Amazon Web Service (AWS) is a secure cloud services platform that offers compute
power, database and resource storage, content delivery, in addition to numerous other
functionalities (Cloud Computing with Amazon Web Services, n.d.). For the
development process we chose to perform most of the computational work in the cloud
environment as to enhance speed and performance and to highly utilize our resources.
Three middleware components were used. The first one is Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) which is a web service that supplies secure, scalable compute capacity
in the cloud (aws, Amazon EC2, n.d.). After configuration, Amazon EC2 becomes an
easily accessible and remote cloud computer environment which has many benefits,
some of which include speed, a reliability of 99.9% uptime, security and flexibility. An
EC2 Instance with one Elastic IP address was created with a Windows Server 2016
operating system. The EC2 is accessed via a remote desktop connection in which all
the running of the program and scripts along with manipulation were performed. The
second component is Amazon Relation Database Service (RDS). As a service, AWS
provides many relational database systems. In this study MySQL was selected
because of its high compatibility with Selenium and Java. This MySQL database and
the aforementioned EC2 Instance are connected through the Elastic IP. The third
component is Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), which is storage for the internet.
S3 service was chosen in order to utilize its scalable trait as EC2 Instance has a limited
storage space. These three components were selected together for their high intracompatibility and inter-compatibility amongst themselves and with Amazon services.

Appendix B
Initial results of image to hashtag relativity score for an image in the database.

Image Name
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg

Metadata
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Dress
Dress
Dress
Dress
Dress
Dress
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood

Hashtag
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art

WuPalmer Scores
0
0.6315789474
0
0.4615384615
0.8571428571
0.7
0
1
0
0.2222222222
0.9230769231
1.090909091
0
0.9230769231
0
0.2
0.8571428571
1
0
0.7777777778
0
0.4285714286
2
0.9090909091
0
0.6
0
0.4615384615
0.5714285714
0.6315789474

Location
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey

Appendix C
Results after appending scores for multi-word hashtags (forming dataset I) for image
to hashtag relativity calculation for an image in the database.
Image Name
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg
903.jpg

Metadata
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
Dress
Dress
Dress
Dress
Dress
Dress
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood

Hashtag
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art
londonfashionweek
gallery
happy
artwork
painting
art

WuPalmer Scores
0.7
0.6315789474
0
0.4615384615
0.8571428571
0.7
1.333333333
1
0
0.2222222222
0.9230769231
1.090909091
1.230769231
0.9230769231
0
0.2
0.8571428571
1
0.7368421053
0.7777777778
0
0.4285714286
2
0.9090909091
0.6
0.6
0
0.4615384615
0.5714285714
0.6315789474

Location
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey
Bermondsey

Appendix D
Example of contents of dataset II.

Image ID
901.jpg

Image 901.jpg

image 35179.jpg

Image 42753.jpg

Image 56959.jpg

Relativity HashTag
0.62
#oneforme #welcomedrinks
#specialweekend #miswingestropical
#rumcocktails #tannerandco #tropical
#mrandmrs #friday #sipsip #dryandfresh
#rumandfruits #reception #londoncity
#oneforyou #drinksserved #weddingvibes
35179.jpg 1.05
#morningcoffee #duckandwaffle
#coffeetime #herontower
56959.jpg 0.81
#timeoutlondon #londonbylondoners
#cityoflondon #londonsbest #ilovelondon
#londoncityhall #thisislondon #igerslondon
#explorelondon #cityhall #linkinglondon
#glassandsteel #goingoutlondon
#londonarchitecture #visitlondon
#itssolondon #londonvisionaries
#architecturelover #ldnblog
#londonrevealed #londonforyou
42753.jpg 0.73
#england #city #uk #traveling #travelgram
#tour

Location
Bermondsey

Bermondsey
City Hall,
London

The Ned
London

Appendix E
Description of the functionality of the developed demo software.
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Image upload.
Settings selection which contains: location selection, threshold value and
number of hashtags to be previewed (filtered as highest frequency hashtags in
that location).
Calculation section in which the user can choose which part of the prediction to
be tested.
Results section which previews the results of the calculations chosen according
to the selected settings.
Hashtag popularity plot that visualizes the frequency of usage of each predicted
hashtag. When expanded shows the top hashtags of selected location for
comparison purposes.
Hashtag trend plot which, upon selection of a specific hashtag from the final list
of predicted hashtags, shows the trend of that hashtag usage across three user
defined time groups; by year, by month or by day.
Performance section which displays the time consumption and computational
complexity for each of the three prediction models to recommend hashtags for
the uploaded image.

Appendix F
Final prediction results of the three methods in section 6.3.3 Validation.
AWS
results
Plant
Home Decor
Book
Glass
Meal
Cocktail
Potted Plant
Alcohol
Furniture

Before Appending Sentiment
results
#music,1.2 #foodblog,1.0 #sushisamba,1.0
#londonblog,1.0 #susisamba,1.0
#trainspotting,1.0 #setdesign,1.0
#fishandchips,1.0 #foodpic,1.0 #gintonic,1.0
#kingandi,1.0#feedfeed,1.0 #lookbook,1.0
#noalcohol,1.0 #foodpics,1.#fblog,1.0
#canonuk,1.0 #picoftheday,1.0 #samba,1.0
#potd,1.0 #glasslift,1.0 #foodgawker,1.1
#vscofood,1.1 #sushisambalondon,1.0
#shushisambalondon,1.0 #foodies,1.1
#chocolatecake,1.07 #igfood,1.1
#foodpic,1.1#foodstagram,1.1#brazilianfood,1.1
#dailyfoodfeed,1.1 #foodblogger,1.1
#foodpost,1.1 #healthyfood,1.1
#japanesefood,1.1 #fishandchips,1.1
#londonfood,1.1 #londonfoodie,1.1
#foodgasm,1.1 #foodporn,1.1 #sexyfood,1.1
#foodlover,1.1 # tastyfood,1.1 #lovefood,1.1
#foodblog,1.1 #foodgoals,1.1 #fusionfood,1.1
#instafood,1.1 #instafoodie,1.1 #foodoftheday
1.1 #foodphotography,1.1 #foodie,1.1
#potd,1.17 #foodpics,1.1 #food,1.1
#itravelforfood,1.1 #glasgowfood, 1.1
#careerdevelopment,1.0 #peruvianfood,1.1

After Appending
Sentiment
results
#sushisamba
#sushisambalondon
#herontower
#love
#food
#londonfood
#instagood
#foodie
#picoftheday
#japanesefood
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